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care, mass marketing, and securities
and commodities fraud—can generate
massive losses to individual and corporate
victims. Researchers widely believe that
financial crime is underreported, and these
crimes can be difficult to investigate and
prosecute. Successfully prosecuted fraud
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Identity Theft

Internet-based Financial Crimes
The Internet Crime Complaint Center received 269,422 complaints in

Identity theft is a crime that involves the illegal access and use of
an individual’s personal or financial information

2014, responsible for $800.5

H

million in losses: I

IC3 reports over last 5 years I

Most Common Types of Identity Theft in 2014: B
Government documents/
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Most costly scams in 2014 (in millions of dollars) I
$86.7
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Romance scams
Auto fraud

$56.2

16.6 million people, or 7%

$19.8 $16.3

of the population

Real estate fraud
Intimidation/extortion scams
Government impersonation scam

$11.3

age 16+, were victims of identity theft in 2012 E
NOTES

>>

*An indictment is when a grand jury agrees that
a prosecutor has enough evidence to try the
defendant. An information is when a prosecutor files
charging documents directly with the court, and a
judge determines whether the case goes to trial.

Identity theft cost victims $24.7 billion in direct and indirect
(e.g., legal fees, lost wages, bounced checks) losses in 2012 E

>> 85% of thefts in 2012 involved fraudulent use of an existing
financial account E
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